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Treaty Education Across the Curriculum 

The Treaty Education Initiative 

The Treaty Education Initiative (TEI) is a kindergarten to grade 12 public education initiative of 

the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba (TRCM) in partnership with the Assembly of 

Manitoba Chiefs (AMC), including the Council of Elders, and Indigenous and Northern Affairs 

Canada (INAC), Manitoba Education and Training, and the Manitoba First Nations Education 

Resource Centre (MFNERC).  The overarching goal of the TEI is to increase the knowledge and 

understanding of Treaties and the Treaty relationship for all students in Manitoba. Begun in 2009-

10, it has resulted in the development and implementation of K-12 Treaty education teacher 

resources and a full Treaty Education Kit since September 2014.  

The purpose of the Treaty Education Initiative is to provide classroom teachers with a resource 

of foundation-building information, outside links, and educational materials to facilitate the 

delivery of Treaty education, inclusive of the Treaties place in Canada’s history, and the shared 

benefits of the Treaty relationship to all Canadians. 1 

These resources are intended to complement and enhance Manitoba curricula and the learning 

outcomes are carefully woven into existing Manitoba curriculum foundation documents. The 

TEI’s K-12 teacher’s resource guides are framed on four big ideas: Relationships, Traditional 

Teachings, History, and Treaties. 

The Teacher’s Guides are primarily linked to Manitoba social studies curricula. Social studies – a 

curricular melding of history, geography, current events, and civics – was the natural entry point 

when aligning Treaty education with Manitoba learning outcomes.  

A Multidisciplinary Approach to Treaty Education 

While the knowledge, values, and skills outcomes of social studies are a curricular fit with Treaty 

Education, there are ample opportunities to broaden the themes of Treaty education to other 

subject areas.  

The intent of this guide is to offer teachers a series of teacher tips – high level ideas, rather than 

formatted lesson plans -  to aid them in incorporating Treaty education in their classrooms. The 

tips are not grade specific, rather they offer broad implementation ideas per subject area.  

1 Adapted from Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba (2009). Request for Proposal: Treaty Education in 
Manitoba  
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Treaty Education Context: Four ‘Big Ideas’  
 

Treaty Education teacher’s guides offer Manitoba educators grade level lesson plans which 

complement Manitoba curricula. Each guide consists of a minimum 8 lesson plans and provides 

teaching tips for sequential stages of lesson delivery: activating, acquiring, applying, and 

assessing. Each learning activity is centred on one of four thematic entry points: Relationships, 

Traditional Teachings, History, and Treaties. 
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Treaty Education Cross-Curricular Framework  
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Treaty Education: English  
K-12 English in Manitoba 

English Language Arts enables student to understand and 

appreciate language. Students become confident and competent 

users of English through many opportunities to listen, speak, 

read, write, view, and represent in a variety of combinations and 

relevant contexts using a variety of texts. There are oral, visual, 

and written texts, and various combinations of these. As 

listeners, speakers, readers, writers, viewers, and representers, students are actively involved in 

making meaning. All the language arts are interrelated and interdependent. 2 

Learning Activities to Embed Treaty Education  

• Analyse and compare two media texts centred on Treaties, one with a First Nation 

perspective and one with a non-Indigenous perspective. [Treaties] 

• Explore the significance of talking circles for Indigenous people. Participate in classroom 

talking circles. [Traditional Teachings; History]  

• Read and compare creation stories from various Indigenous cultures. Prepare a story for a 

reader’s theatre presentation. [Traditional Teachings; History] 

• Explore the text of one of more of the Numbered Treaties and compare with oral histories. 

[Traditional Teachings; History]  

• Explore the spirit and intent of a Treaty (the unwritten promises) and compare it to the 

written text. [Treaties] 

• Create and post a classroom Treaty. [Treaties]  

• Explore English words and phrases associated with Treaty-making: ‘spirit and intent’; 

negotiation; forever/perpetuity; nation-to-nation; etc. [Treaties] 

• Explore First Nation people’s words and phrases associated with Treaty-making: e.g. kihci-

asotamâtowin (Cree meaning ‘sacred promises to one another … sacred undertakings’); 

agowidiwinan (Anishinaabe word meaning ‘putting things together, bringing things 

together’). [Traditional Teachings]  

• Explore First Nation peoples’ worldviews through Indigenous literature. [Traditional 

Teachings]  

• Analyze the lyrics of songs by Indigenous artists or songs that have an Indigenous theme. 

[History] 

• Provide opportunities to read illustrated age-appropriate Indigenous stories. Have students 

learn the story and tell it to younger students or have students read the stories to younger 

students. [Traditional Teachings; History] 

                                                           
2 http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/ela/docs/frameworks-ktos1.html#The English Language Arts 
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Treaty Education: Math   
K-12 Mathematics in Manitoba 

There are critical components that students must encounter in a 

mathematics program in order to achieve the goals of mathematics 

education and encourage lifelong learning in mathematics. 

Students are expected to communicate in order to learn and 

express their understanding; connect mathematical ideas to other concepts in mathematics, to 

everyday experiences, and to other disciplines;  demonstrate fluency with mental mathematics 

and estimation; develop and apply new mathematical knowledge through problem solving; 

develop mathematical reasoning; select and use technologies as tools for learning and solving 

problems; and develop visualization skills to assist in processing information, making 

connections, and solving problems. 3 

Learning Activities to Embed Treaty Education  

• Explore shapes and patterns by investigating the images Indigenous peoples used to 

decorate teepees. [Traditional Teachings]  

• Using Statistics Canada as a resource, explore Indigenous Canadians’ demographic 

statistics (consider: graphing, population pyramids). [History] 

• Investigate contemporary and historical Indigenous demographics (number 

percentages, data presentation, data analysis).  [History] 

• Teach radius, diameter and circumference using a Treaty medal replica or handout. 

[Treaties]  

• Calculate the square kilometres of a local First Nations reserve; compare it to the 

related Treaty territory. [Treaties] 

• Use latitude and longitude coordinates of First Nations reserves/Treaty-making sites and 

have students locate and plot them on a map. [Treaties] 

• Use images of a powwow arbor site to explore geometry. [Traditional Teachings] 

• Using inflation, calculate the value of the $5.00 annuity presented a Treaty time today. 

[Treaties] 

• Calculate the distance between First Nations communities. [History]  

• Using 160 acres per family of 5 (as in the original Treaty agreements), calculate the 

number of acres a local First Nations community would be entitled to using present-day 

population numbers. [Treaties] 

• Use Treaty numbers/Treaty cards to build ascending/descending number line. [Treaties] 

                                                           
3 http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/math/framework_k-8/concept_framework.pdf 
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Treaty Education: Science   
K-12 Science in Manitoba 

Manitoba science curricula aims at creating scientifically literate 

individuals who can more effectively interpret information, solve 

problems, make informed decisions, accommodate change, and 

create new knowledge. A key element in science education is 

developing scientific literacy and providing students with diverse learning experiences that 

provide learners with opportunities to explore, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, appreciate, and 

understand the interrelationships among science, technology, society, and the environment that 

will affect their personal lives, careers, and their future. 4 

Learning Activities to Embed Treaty Education  

• Explore the seasonal cycle in relation to traditional ways of life (relationship to seasons). 

[Traditional Teachings]  

• Using the images of sun, grass, and water on the Treaty medal, have students 

investigate the sacred/reciprocal relationship First Nations have with water and the 

environment. [Treaties] 

• Create a Venn diagram exploring to significance of relationships (to land, to animals, to 

water) to First Nations. [Traditional Teachings] 

• Explore the text a Numbered Treaty in Manitoba; have student identify parts of the 

Treaty that pertain to land, the environment, sustainability, etc.[Treaties] 

• Create a web connecting Treaty rights, decision making, environmental assessment, and 

tradition Indigenous knowledge concerning natural resources, lands and waters. 

[Traditional Teachings; History] 

• Explore traditional medicines and plants and/or sacred medicines (tobacco, cedar, 

sweetgrass, sage). [Traditional Teachings; History] 

• Research Indigenous weather knowledge and terms related to weather. (e.g. the Cree 

identify six seasons as opposed to four.) [Traditional Teachings] 

• Create a comparison table that contrasts and compares Indigenous Knowledge 

(scientific, evidence-based knowledge, that has been built up over thousands of years of 

interaction with the environment) and Contemporary Science (an evidence-based way 

of understanding the natural world based on asking questions and discovering answers 

as part of a continuous revision of knowledge.) [Traditional Teachings] 

 

                                                           
4 http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/science/outcomes/k-4/introduction.pdf 
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Treaty Education: Physical Education/Health   
K-12 Physical Education/Health in Manitoba 

The Manitoba Physical Education/Health Education curriculum was 

designed to address the 5 major health risks for children and youth. 

They are: inadequate physical activity; unhealthy dietary behaviour; 

drug use, including alcohol and tobacco; sexual behaviours that 

result in STIs and unintended pregnancies; and behaviours that result in intentional and 

unintentional injuries. The aim of the curriculum is to provide students with planned and 

balanced programming to develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes for physically active and 

healthy lifestyles. The vision is physically active and healthy lifestyles for all students. 5 

Learning Activities to Embed Treaty Education  

• Health – Explore food preservations techniques First Nation peoples shared with 

Newcomers [Relationships]  

• Health – Investigate Indigenous names and naming traditions and examine how these 

and other aspects of culture and community are passed on through the generations. 

[Traditional Teachings; History] 

• Health – Explore the meaning and importance of the concepts of ‘All My Relations’ and 

mino pimatisiwin (the ‘Good Life’). [Traditional Teachings]  

• Health -  Compare key social and cultural characteristics of Indigenous groups in 

Manitoba (e.g., language; agriculture and hunting; governance; matriarchal and 

patriarchal societies; arts; storytelling; trade; recreation; roles of men, women, and 

children). [Traditional Teachings; History] 

• Health -  Explore the Seven Teachings. [Traditional Teachings] 

• Phys. Ed. – Explore and play traditional Indigenous games (i.e. – lacrosse) [Traditional 

Teachings] 

• Phys. Ed. – Construct and raise a teepee. [Traditional Teachings] 

• Phys. Ed. – Place Numbered Treaty tiles in different sections of the gym floor; use the 

tiles as ‘home bases’ in a number of games. [Treaties]  

• Phys. Ed. – Invite a knowledgeable member of the local First Nations community to lead 

the class in traditional Indigenous games and sports. [Traditional Teachings] 

• Phys. Ed. –  Offer activities and opportunities to reflect on the importance of holistic 

pursuits such as snow shoeing to collect food or canoeing to move from camp to camp. 

[Traditional Teachings] 

                                                           
5 http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/physhlth/c_overview.pdf 
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Treaty Education: Arts Education  
K-12 Arts Education in Manitoba 

Arts Education in Manitoba schools is mandatory from Grades 1-

8. Several electives are offered from grades 9 – 12. Manitoba 

Education provides Dance, Drama, Music, and Visual Arts 

curriculum frameworks and implementation resources that are 

intended to support, promote and inspire the growth of all students as artistic learners as they 

journey towards becoming creative, artistically literate “adults and citizens who will truly enrich 

their own lives and the lives of future communities” (Manitoba Education, 2011, p. 10). 

The overarch goals of each are the support, nurture, and inspire the growth of every students 

as a dancer/dramatic artistic/musician/visual artist and as an artful learner. 6 

Learning Activities to Embed Treaty Education  

• Dance, Music - Research the types of ceremonies, dance, etc. that took place at the time 

of Treaty signing. [Treaties] 

• Drama - Dramatize traditional activities, like woodcutting and canoe carving, or 

dramatize legends. [Traditional Teachings] 

• Music - Explore rhythm with traditional First Nations rhythms, both complex and simple. 

[Traditional Teachings] 

• Music - Explore contemporary and traditional musical instruments. These may include 

flutes, whistles, drums, rattles, or logs. (Some of these are ceremonial instruments) 

[Traditional Teachings] 

• Music -Arrange a field trip to a gathering, potlatch, powwow, feast or other celebration 

where there is dance performed. Explore the purpose of dance they observed (e.g., as 

part of a ceremony, celebration or entertainment). [Traditional Teachings; History]  

• Visual Arts - Create a mirror with the title ‘We Are All Treaty People’. Have students 

artistically reflect their cultural heritage in art alongside a frame that artistically depicts 

Indigenous culture. [Treaties; History; Relationships] 

• Visual Arts - Create a Treaty medal to be issued the sesquicentennial of a Manitoba 

Treaty (Treaty 1: 1871/2021; Treaty 5: 1875/2025, etc.). [Treaties] 

• Visual Arts - Explore the cultural significance around traditional First Nations regalia. 

[Treaties; History; Relationships] 

• Visual Arts - Explore how traditional paint and dyes were made; use traditional paint 

and dyes as part of a class art project centred on the theme of the Treaty relationship. 

[Treaties; Relationships] 

                                                           
6 http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/arts/index.html 
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Lesson Plan Template  

 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                  

 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resources/Materials:  

 

Steps: 

Minds On 

 

 

 

Hands On  

Treaty Education Resources:  

Evidence of student 
learning/Consolidation:  
 

Treaties Across the Curriculum  

Teaching Treaties: Lesson Plan  
 

Key Concept:  Subject area:   

Adaptations/Further Learning:  

  

THEME:   

RELATIONSHIPS 

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS 

HISTORY 

TREATIES 
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Treaty Education Kit Content Checklist 
 

These items are found in the Treaty Education Initiative Kit and are valuable resources for 

teaching Grade 12: Treaties and the Treaty Relationship. The materials include Teacher’s 

Guides, content/historical background materials, books, pedagogical supports, posters, 

manipulatives, posters, DVDs, and a USB flash drive containing all TEI implementation and 

supporting print materials.  

Notes Items for Classroom Use7 

 Treaty Medal (Chloroplast) 

 USB Flash Drive 

 Kinikinik: A Play  

 Teachers Guide - Grade 12 

 Treaty Essential Learnings 

 Treaty Essential Learnings - French  

 Teachers Handbook  

 Teachers Handbook - French   

 Dakota Story  

 Kinikinik: A Play - DVD 

 Wahbung: Our Tomorrows 

 Treaties in Manitoba  

 Oral History Volume 1  

 Oral History Volume 2 

 Oral History Volume 3 

 Oral History Volume 4 

 Finger puppets (3)  

 Elders Treaty Video Series Treaty 5 - DVD 

 Traditional First Nation Community Names/MFNERC – Map  

 Treaties in Canada: Bibliography 

 Canada and the First Nations -  Historical Timeline  

 UN Declaration on the Rights and Freedoms – UNESCO Booklet  

 

                                                           
7 Print materials are italicised  
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